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About This Game

CLAD in IRON: Sakhalin 1904 is a Russo–Japanese War history naval game in which a turned-based digital board strategy
and a real-time simulation are combined.

Historical Events:
In the 19th century, Russia and Japan began to develop wild, but rich in natural resources on the shores of the Sea of Okhotsk.

By 1875, the island of Hokkaido and the Kuril Islands were under Japanese rule, and Sakhalin Island and the Kamchatka
Peninsula were part of the Russian Empire.

In early 1904, Japan and Russia launched a war for domination in the Far East. The main events in this war took place in
Manchuria and around the Russian naval base in China in the city of Port Arthur. But even in the Sea of Okhotsk, the opponents

were ready to fight.
Will Russia be able to protect Sakhalin Island from the Japanese invasion? Will Japan lose the Kurile Islands? It depends only on

you!

Gameplay Description:
Manage your fleet and army, hunt the enemy's fleet, hide your weak squadrons in protected ports until reinforcements arrive,
blockade enemy trade routes, amphibious assaults and harbour sieges, struggle for dominance over the seas in turned-based

strategy mode - all of these actions are possible in CLAD in IRON: Sakhalin 1904.

The real time tactical battle (simulation) mode allows you to set up battles and squadron groups with their formations and
management using realistic ship models and characteristics as well as advanced ballistics and weapon models. Choose your
ships, increase the experience of your crews and send your squadron into the high seas. Command a battle formation and
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experience the power of iron and steam in a turned-based maritime strategy mode while fighting battles with a tactical real time
naval simulation game.

Raise anchor and get CLAD in IRON: Sakhalin 1904 NOW!

ATTENTION! In the game there is no interactive training, only a textual manual.
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Title: Clad in Iron: Sakhalin 1904
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Totem Games
Publisher:
Totem Games
Franchise:
Clad in Iron
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: CPU Pentium 4 / Athlon 1.1 GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: compatible with DirectX 9.0C 512 Mb

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: compatible with DirectX 16-bit

English,Russian
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clad in iron sakhalin 1904. clad in iron sakhalin 1904 review. clad in iron sakhalin 1904 скачать

Incredibly emotional and wonderful experience with a massive amount of replayability. This is a must-have for any Choice of
Games' fans.. Let me start with this game has ALOT of potential. I have had a great time PKing people as it takes actual skill.
People are writing bad reviews for "getting tanked." Well that's what this game is all about. I also see bad reviews about "no solo
play protection." I can assure you that if u want to pve you have builds available that allow for you to escape even if 10 people
try to gank you. This does however require SKILL so if you can get away then you messed up and it's your fault. I can't tell you
how many 1vX's I have won.

Let's get down to pros and cons.

Pros
\u2022 Full-Loot PvP
\u2022 PvP anywhere anytime
\u2022 Local Banking (forces your to transport your goods if u want to go to other places. Encouraging more PvP
\u2022 No class lock
\u2022 Aimed Abillities
\u2022 Friendly Fire ( forces you to play smart as you can accidentally heal the enemy or damage your teammates)

Cons
\u2022 server issues ( rubber banding)
\u2022 UI is pretty big and ugly
\u2022 Lack of secure trade\/market
\u2022Price point seems high

Keep in mind this is early access and there are bound to be issues.
I would recommend you at least try the 7 day free trial and see if the game is for you. I will be playing for foreseeable future.. 3
levels for $3 is even too much, this should be (almost) free. Also only 6 achievements. Finished the game under 10 minutes.
I don't remember how much I paid for it, but it wasn't worth it.. Beautiful game!
So much fun. I play this game every once in a while because i like the simplicity of it.
However, after downloading and installing this game again, a few days ago (and today), the only thing i get out of this game is a
virus alert from my anti-virus saying that my laptop is infected. I get this message right after i try starting the game. The game
itself crashes right after starting it. I only get the virus.

Update 2017-09-26:
I did not get a virus warning this time.
...the game does crash alot, even after reinstalling windows.. Great game, an absolute classic. The campaign is one of the best
out there with realistic objectives to take out as you work with your team.. I am a big fan of Digital Eel's Infinite Space series. I
bought SAIS shortly after it came out in 2002 and then when Weird Worlds came out I played the heck out of it. It had the same
basic gameplay but enhanced resolution and a greater variety of actions.

I recently started playing the 3rd game in the series which transitions to 3D graphics. I don't think that 3D inherently ruins the
gameplay of games that make the switch. However, in this case the simple 2D "window" GUI has been changed into an alternate
GUI that does most of the same things but in a slower and less intuitive manner. There are some options (combat and otherwise)
that seem to be missing.

The change to a 3D planet configuration doesn't change the gameplay in a positive way. It just makes it so that you need to
rotate the sector before you move anywhere.

Pros in IS3:
+ Now you can flee to a star system of your choosing.
+ The 3D sector map means that you are less likely to get boxed in by nebulas or other hazards than on a 2D map.
+ The upgrade hull option (only available at each of your ships' respective homeworlds) is a welcome option especially if you
are trying to conquer the sector.
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Cons in IS3:
- Why do the smaller ships not follow directions in combat?
- Why have the fire, turn, move, ram, and grouping controls been changed so much in this sequel?
- Why can ships attack you from outside the battle grid?
- Why can the Zorg no longer teleport in combat?
- Why is no longer a fast-forward option for combat or map travel?
- Why is there no longer an option for an extra small sector map?
- The 3D in some ways makes it harder to quickly identify if your potential travel paths intersect a black hole or some nebula.
- Every action in the game seems to take longer than in previous entries (and not just because of the lack of fast-forward) -
trading, switching out equipment, encounters that don't result in combat. This is a problem because games in this series were
originally held up as the ultimate lunch-break game. Well no longer. And because of the lack of a save or suspend feature (and
no smaller maps), you will probable not be able to have as many SATISFYING short gaming sessions with this game.

Neutral
\u2022 A partial flotilla (just some of your ships) retreat in combat is confusing at first (just drag the ships off the combat map),
but in some ways it makes the maneuver easier to perform.
\u2022 Balance has been adjusted compared to previous games (Chromium Gong is no longer limitless uses, Hyperdrive takes
more time, Damocles drones are a lot more difficult, and enemies in general are a lot more difficult on Hard mode).

In short buy Weird Worlds; pass on this entry.. This app is garbage. It has not been reliable or usable since the day I bough it.
I'm am appauled that steam even allows it to be purchased here.. This game is... Excellent! More considering from how small
Studio SiestA is.
The references to Trouble Witches (Their most popular STG game out there, you should check it out too) are amazing, the
bullet and hitbox is awesome, the history is even very cool too.

Now here is the thing that... most people for some... reason... Don't seem to know lol
This game is 4 to 5 buttons, one of them is to make the ship slowdown, if you don't press it, you are at max speed, just
remember that when getting the game (So, don't even try to play this on Keyboard unleast you have perfect control and anti
ghosting)

As I said before, I really love what this is, just a bit odd you cannot do TATE on it, weird lol.
But everything else is really good, going to check out the new expansion too.
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so far this game sucks. extreme lag. the only game i have bought from steam with this problem.. Before dozing off to bed and
finally being able to rest after playing this nonstop from 2 am to 5 am, I figured I should write a review while it's still fresh in
my mind.
First of all, did I enjoy this? Yes! Is it something everyone can enjoy? No. I'll pass on pointing out the good things for now and
look at the bad things throughout, so that I can get started with how to improve it. First of all, it's full of bugs, and some scenes
seem a lot like rip-offs from other rpg horror game(ex: in the opening you learn that your mother died and you ask your father
to go visit her grave tomorrow). There was a lot of frustrating scenes in it which were really hard to figure out on your own. No
clues were given for them what-so-ever. One example is when in the mansion I had no idea I could fill the bottle with holy
water, and I had no idea I even needed holy water! The game does not tell you ''go get holy water'', no, it just leaves you alone
wandering around trying to find what to do next. It also has a lot of tile and clipping errors. If I had a penny for everything I
could walk over in this game, I would be one of the richest men of my country. It also has a lot of spelling and grammar errors.
At times sentences aren't started with capital letters, and at one point in the game you see that the word ''orphan'' has been
spelled as ''orphin''. The maps are empty and bland, and unnecessarily huge, and there are a lot of tiles error like I mentioned.
Why did the bookshelves have additional bookshelves below them? It did not make sense, and there were gaps too. Light effects
felt cheap, most of the time they went over walls and they had no blur to them what-so-ever, and that's not how lights work in
real life at all. You can also interact with things even when not facing them. Also the final scene with lots of monsters was just,
way too hard. It took me like 50 attempts trying to get all endings(atleast I didn't die at all with the true ending X3). The game
also teaches you that angel statues save, however later on there are angel statues in the game that don't do anything. If they won't
do anything, why did we learn about them? One other thing is, the developer does not know how to remove party members from
the looks of it. Even after he died and when you fell down the well Jacob is still in your party, and also, one game breaking bug I
found is when you go to the room where you place the dagger after forging it, returning to the big library will cause the
flashback to reset.

So why did I like this?

Honestly, no idea myself. It had lots of flaws, and needed a lot of polishing, but something about me just really wants to like this
game. Is it my sense of being way too easily impressed? Is it my love for these kinds of games? Something about it really
drawed me into it, and I thought it was really bad, but in the same time I thought it was good. Honestly, with a few bug fixes and
a little more dialog improvement this could be made into something great. It really has that potential. I did a 3 part let's play on
it, and I will share the playlist when all parts are done uploading. It had good scenes, and some parts that were actually pretty
good, like the library and the crypt. Although I don't see how Jacob died. All Rebecca had to do was move down 1 tile and
because she's an idiot Jacob pushed her out of the way instead, and if you tihnk of it, if Jacob can move up three tiles to save
Rebecca she should be able to move down one tile too. There were some nice death scenes along the game but also some that are
plain lame. For example in the sewers if you enter a room you will be killed by a goblin. No warning was given for this at all,
and you did not get to save before it either. I could clearly see that this game follows WilliamTheUnproPro's Let's Make A Rpg
Horror Game tutorials on youtube, and one map is just a plain rip-off of it.
http:\/\/rpgmaker.net\/media\/content\/users\/52923\/locker\/copy.png

Again, I'm saying it. This game isn't for everyone. This isn't a professional rpg maker game that really stands out, it's very
amateur. If you do not like buggy games made by newbie developers don't get this, but I played it and liked it quite a lot, despite
the fact of pointing out more cons than pros.. dumb game very cheezy if you like dumb fun SHMUP games give her a go..
Crimson Room: Decade is the return of the popular flash escape room game: Crimson Room. Returning to the place after 10
years, there are still some secrets unsolved. While plenty of love was given to the flash game, it seems like the same doesn't
apply for the recent version.

Graphics:
I love the atmosphere of the game and the details of the items. There are a few problems I have with it, however. One thing is
because of the ways items are placed or scattered, it can affect movement. For example, the drawer on the floor and opening the
drawer. The delay of closing and opening and picking up moves the character, which I will get into detail on controls. The way
some items are hidden, like the bed lump at the beginning and the pencil at the end, makes it very hard to spot. Later on in the
game, it seems like some scenes and items were thrown together in haste...literally...

Controls:
ASWD to move, right click to look at the item you're holding, left click to inspect an item, shift to crouch. The controls are slow
and delayed. As mentioned in graphics, sometimes the items force you to move to the side or back. Sometimes, you can barely
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maneuver in the room when stuff is on the floor, which feels like an obstacle course.

Story:
You play as a frenchman, who is investigating the Crimson Room once again while leaving his pregnant wife back at home. The
notes hint his relationships with the captain and crew with suspicions of brainwashing and such.

Gameplay:
I hate to say the gameplay is a bit infuriating. As stated before in graphics, some items are hard to find. One instance that I got
ticked off was figuring out how to wipe the numbers clean. Well, obviously I have to cut the curtain and put it in the water.
Nope. I had to make the safe numbers say that I have to clean it in order to first cut the curtain. Why do we need a prompt for
something so obvious? Some cases are the same with other items and actions, which makes the game hard to figure out. Another
thing is items spawn in the dark drawer only when the light is shine. It's common sense sometimes to reach out or squint in the
dark, but in this case...apparently not. I can understand a flash game...but a 3d game?

Music:
I love the music used throughout in the game, except for the ending them...which I felt it took a sudden turn on the type of song
and notes. Otherwise, great music you can get into.

Overall:
I remembered Crimson Room fondly. It was something to play and fool with in spare time and something enjoyable. I was
stoked when I found out about Crimson Room: Decade. However, I was disappointed after I played it. While the music was
good and it did try to stay close to the original, it just didn't catch up to the present day games. With stiff controls, graphics
interfering with movement, and some graphics cheaply made, Crimson Room: Decade should have added a few more years to
prepare itself to come back. If there is a good sale (if it's under 4$), I'd say it's worth getting. Otherwise, it's not worth the $10
price tag.

Pros:
-Great music (except for the ending).
-Atmosphere staying true to the original and to present-day games.

???:
-Graphics (some parts are good. some parts are cheap.)

Cons:
-Stiff and slow controls.
-Objects interfere with movement and can get you stuck for a bit sometimes.
-You have to keep inspecting the same thing for some things over and over in order to progress.. This was a pretty cute VN.
I wasn't actually expecting to learn things about Japan though.
There is a lot of information mixed in, from festivals to types of mochi to Comiket.

It would have been nice to the see the routes taken a bit further, but it's still a nice story.

My only nit-pick is that there didn't seem to be any sound options, so at times the music would drown out the voice acting.

Oh, and the Neko mode was a nice touch.. This game is awesome. A addictive beat'n up, from the 80s or 90s, with a incredible
soundtrack.

Clad in Iron: Sakhalin 1904 - Free update of the game from February 1, 2019:
1. SIM and TBS mode. Russian and Japanese new warships: Russian Imperial Navy Minin-class masted belted cruisers and
Imperial Japanese Navy Naniwa-class protected cruisers.
2. Improved some features.
3. Fixed some bugs.. Clad in Iron: Sakhalin 1904 Now Available on Steam:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/963680/. Bug fixed:
Fixed a bug that prevented the launch of the program (game) or the termination of the program in simulator mode.. Clad in
Iron: Sakhalin 1904 - Free update of the game from March 21, 2019:
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SIM and TBS mode.

Japanese new warship: Imperial Japanese Navy torpedo boats type No1 (第1水雷艇 - 第4水雷艇) ready for battle.. Clad in Iron:
Sakhalin 1904 - Free update of the game from December 18, 2018:
1. SIM mode. Russian and Japanese armored cruisers.
2. TBS mode. New building for the defense of the harbor - the base of submarines.
3. TBS mode. The division of all the harbors in the shallow and deep. Now, large ships will not be able to enter the shallow
harbor.
4. TBS mode. The probability of a ship undermining a minefield depends on its size.
5. TBS mode. The probability of a successful attack of a submarine depends on the size of the target.
6. Fixed some bugs.. CLAD in IRON: 3 in 1 BUNDLE Available Now!:
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/9533/_CLAD_in_IRON_3_in_1/
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